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Abstract
A new fighter aircraft will most likely be a
collaborative project. In this study conceptual
knowledge-based design is demonstrated, using
models of comparable fidelity for sizing, geometry design, aerodynamic analysis and system simulation for aircraft conceptual design. A new
generation fighter is likely to involve advanced
control concept where an assessment of feasibility through simulation is needed already at
the conceptual stage. This co-design leads to a
deeper understanding of the trade-offs involved.
In this paper a study for a future combat aircraft
is made. Conceptual knowledge-based design is
demonstrated by optimizing for a design mission,
including a super-cruise segment.
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ing that a high capability can be obtained also in
a small platform. Furthermore, a small aircraft
has inherently smaller signature and more agility
than a large one. In this case the empty weight is
set to 7000 kg and the maximum takeoff weight
is 9000 kg. The reference area of the wing is
32 m2 . In order to minimize drag and signature,
there is no vertical tail. To achieve high maneuverability there is thrust vectoring. This also adds
the capability of high AOA landings [1], as well
as quicker rotation on take-off producing STOL
capability. Since thrust vectoring is inefficient
in the absent of thrust, additional yaw control is
achieved with differential canard, and with differential/split elevons as shown in Fig. 1.

Introduction

In object for this design study a future combat
aircraft with a hypothetical time of deployment
in 2030. Within this time frame an enormous
amount of development will take place. Nevertheless, considering the time frames involved in
aircraft design means that the initiation of such a
project would not be far off. The aircraft under
study is a stealth design with super-cruise capability. The aircraft have provision to carry a pilot,
although an unmanned version is also possible.
The concept is relatively small for two reasons.
First, size drives cost and therefore the market for
small aircraft should be bigger, second, payload
tend to become more efficient over time mean-

Fig. 1 : Baseline design for Combat aircraft with
no-vertical tail design.
For the aircraft design the software suite of
Tango, RAPID, Tornado, and Hopsan are used.
For the engine design a generic engine model is
used, this engine is adapted to suit the aircraft capability. Tango is used for the initial sizing and
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RAPID, which is a CATIA based tool, for the
more detailed geometric design, and in particular for estimation of area distribution and wave
drag estimation. Tornado is used for initial estimation of aerodynamic characteristics. The design is simulated in the system simulation tool
Hopsan where a mission of the complete aircraft
system can be simulated. Furthermore, it can be
used to make an initial study of the control system in order to assess the feasibility of the concept, from a flight dynamics perspective.
1.1

Engine-Airframe Co-Design

It is likely, or at least desirable, that this development would include also the development of a
dedicated engine. In this way the trade-off between engine cross-section regarding engine efficiency and airframe drag can be studied and balanced [2].
1.2

Basic Aerodynamic/Control Concept

As a concept close to the intended layout, the
McDonnell Douglas X-36 [3] had been used as
a start guess for the design. The main difference
is the engine outlet which is projected to be a 2axis thrust vector nozzle (TVN) compared with
the stealth design engine outlet on the X-36. The
scaled model of X-36 for future fighter concept
will henceforth be termed as FX5 for all future
references in this paper.
This project is intended to prove and assess
the possibility of yaw control of a tailless configuration by the ailerons and TVN; with the help
of simulations, the requirements regarding dynamic and deflection angles of the TVN should
be stated. As complement for low thrust or engine out, flight conditions differential canard operation is suggested (see [4]) for side force generation. This is particularly efficient at high alphas.
Furthermore, there is also the possibility to use
differential ailerons/elevons or split ailerons.
1.3

Analysis of the X-36

With help of a 3-side drawing Fig. 2 and pictures,
the basic X-36 geometry was modelled in both,

Fig. 2 : X-36 mapping in Tango(Top) and RAPID
(Bottom).
sub-scale demonstrator (28% scale) and full size
model.
2

Aerodynamic modelling

The geometry is modelled in Tornado [5], a vortex lattice method (VLM) implemented in Matlab. The method is a straightforward VLM with
the standard assumptions: The wing is thin and at
small angles of attack, the flow is incompressible
and inviscous. Although these restrictions are
quite extensive, the results may be corrected for
compressibility effects for high subsonic Mach
numbers (M<0.7).
Viscous effects may be modeled using either a flat plate analogy, using a drag component build-up, or a 2D wing profile panel method
coupled as a strip theory implementation. The
2D panel method uses a one-way coupled boundary layer model which does not require an iterative process. The wake may either be a rigid,
fixed wake or a flexible, free-stream following
wake. Tornado allows a user to define most types
2
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of contemporary aircraft designs with multiple
wings both cranked and twisted with multiple
control surfaces. Each wing may have cranked
taper of both camber and chord (Fig. 3).

Fig. 5 : A typical Tornado output screen.

Fig. 3 : X-36 wing layout as rendered in Tornado.

Fig. 5 shows a pitch trimmed case at 4.5 degrees angle of attack. The principal damping
derivatives in roll and pitch are positive, but the
lack of a vertical tail dives a diminutive positive
yaw damping derivative. The static margin is
close to zero, which is evident in the small pitching moment derivative with respect to angle of
attack.

Fig. 4 : X-36 paneling with converged grid distribution.
When initializing the optimization loop (in
this case canard angle to trim), the user should
perform a grid convergence study to set the appropriate panel distribution in the aerodynamic
computational mesh, or lattice. Tornado allows
this to be done in an automated fashion. To
ascertain good quality results, the grid convergence study should be performed at the end of
the optimization loop to verify that any geometry changes made didn’t affect the quality of the
panel distribution. A typical convergence criterion is when the changes in lift, drag and pitching moment are lower than 1% between two iterations. The resulting grid distribution for the
X-36 case can be seen in Fig. 4.

Fig. 6 : Pressure distribution of the Tornado X36 model at 4.5 degrees angle of attack, pitch
trimmed. Note the influence of the canard tip vortices on the main wing.
Tornado delivers the aerodynamic coefficients and control power derivatives needed for
the systems and mission simulation. The aero
data can either be delivered as a linearized point
in the state space, with associated derivatives, or
as a state database covering a larger area. Typically, only point data are needed to evaluate spe3
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Fig. 7 : Drag polar for the X-36 model. Note that
friction drag is not included.
cific mission segments such as: cruise, max maneuver, standard rate turn, etc. Fig. 5 show a typical Tornado output screen, in this instance for
a low speed forward flight In pitch trim. The
pressure distribution of the same case is shown
in Fig. 6, where the influence of the tip vortices
of the canards is clearly visible on the pressure
distribution of the main wing. The drag polar for
a- trimmed alpha sweep is shown in Fig. 7.
As shown in Fig. 8 with the center of gravity in the neutral point, no deflection was needed.
With the CG forward of the NP, the pitching moment derivative with respect to angle of attack is
negative and the limiting factor is the maximum
allowable canard deflection. With the CG behind the NP, creating an unstable configuration,
the needed deflections for trim is a lot smaller.
However, since the Cmα is negative, the limiting factor is the deflection rate of the canard surface. The use of a canard in the same plane as the
main wing is therefore preferably operated in the
unstable configuration as this gives a more linear control characteristic, and the slightly negative incidence of the canard compared to the
main wing, will send the tip vortices on-top of
the main-wing producing a greater CL max. The
coefficients of the FX5 and X-36 are assumed to
be similar as it is scaled-up from the X-36.
3

KBE for Fighter Geometric Design

Knowledge-based engineering has evolved during the years and it has been shown different

Fig. 8 : Canard deflection to trim for different CG
positions on the X-36.
methods[6] [7][8] to implement and its applications in the aircraft industry. In addition to the
method presented in [6], more sophisticated air
intake and canopy design are added to RAPID the
for FX5 fighter concept (Fig. 9).

Fig. 9 : 3-views of the fighter aircraft concept
FX5

3.1

Air intakes

The main purpose of intakes is to supply the
engine with undisturbed airflow over the whole
4
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flight envelope. There are different types of air
intakes to study during the design process. In
this case, the ramp inlet considered for conceptual design and eventually designed in RAPID.
Capture area calculations implemented using the
empirical equations [9] [10]. A S-duct is designed around the F110-132 engine and the fuselage tweaked around to obtain a stealth fighter for
the future. Required number of sections needed
can be chosen and the cross-section (similar to
the fuselage cross-section [11]) can be modified
after the instantiation, depending on the necessity.
3.2

Canopy Design

Two canopy designs can be designed in RAPID,
Conventional and Blended canopy (Fig. 10). The
canopy is designed by placing the pilot eye position and checked for minimum visibility criteria
[12]. A mock-up of the pilot is used for the ergonomic study (Fig. 11) which further helps in
the design of the cockpit.

4

Drag Prediction

An important aspect of the drag prediction is the
wave drag, since this is critical to the aircrafts capability to achieve super cruise. From the RAPID
software the area distribution (Fig. 12) for different Mach number can be calculated.

Fig. 12 : Effective Mach Cone area distribution
for different Mach numbers ranging from 1 to
1.4; 1.6 to 2; 2.1 to 2.3 and 2.5.
There are two different methods to calculate
the area distribution from the geometry available
in RAPID, namely Plane average method and
Mach cone Method. Mach Cone Method is elaborated in the session below, for more information
on the Plane Average method refer [14]. Mach
cone method is presented is similar to NACA Report [15] the following steps are followed to obtain the areas to calculate the wave drag.
• Cones are created with the defined Mach
angle.

Fig. 10 : Left: Conventional canopy for a twin
seat fighter. Right: Fuselage Blended canopy for
a single seat fighter.

• The created cones are intersected with the
aircraft geometry to get to the intersections.
• This intersected areas are then projected
onto the plane perpendicular to the direction of flight.

Fig. 11 : Left: Areas of good and poor accessibility in color code [12] and the arm positions color
coded in RAPID[13]

• The areas are measured and normalized
lengths of the areas are calculated. With
this length a point is created in the Zdirection. Finally, all the points are joined
to get the profile of the area distribution at
each section as shown in Fig. 12.
• The areas obtained are used for the wave
drag analysis.
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4.1

Wave Drag Estimation

The wave drag is estimated using different
empirical equations [9] [16] [17] . Fig. 13 and
Fig. 14 shows the table of wave drag and its coefficients for different Mach numbers at sea level
and at 12000 ft. The following equations are
used to calculate the wave drag for full scale FX5.
CDwave for Sears-Haack bodies


CDwave =

Amax
4.5 ∗ π
∗
S
l

Fig. 13 : Mach number versus Wave Drag Coefficient and Drag estimation at sea level

2
(1)

Amax = MaximumCross − Section Area
l = Aircra f t Length
S = Wing Re f erence Area
CDwave for aircraft


4.5 ∗ π
Amax 2
CDwave =
∗
S
l
∗ (EW D ∗ 0.74 ∗ 0.37 ∗ ∧LE )
p
∗ [1 − 0.3 ∗ (M − MC Domax)] (2)

5

Equation (2) is only valid for
M∞ ≥ MCDo max
1
MCDo max =
2
cos (∧LE )

(3)
(4)

EW D
∗ [1 − (M − 1.2)0.57
S
 
π ∗ ∧LE(degree) 0.77
D
∗ (1 −
)] ∗
100
q Sears−Haack
(5)

CDwave =

Equation (5) is only valid for
M ≥ 1.2

(6)

and finally
CDwave =

128 ∗V 2
π0 l 4 ∗ S

Fig. 14 : Mach number versus Wave Drag Coefficient and Drag estimation at 12000 ft

(7)

Mission Simulation

For evaluating the performance of the aircraft in a
realistic scenario a system simulation [18] model
was built that could be used in a mission simulation. The flight dynamics model is here based
on a 6 degree of freedom rigid body model that is
connected to an aerodynamic model. The aerodynamic model (Fig. 15) can have different number of wings, with an arbitrary number of control
surfaces, and a body with its characteristics. It is
here based on a static version of the model presented in [19], although the unsteady effects can
of course also be included.
The control surfaces are modelled both with a
linear increase of lift force with deflection and the
corresponding increase in induced drag. There
is also a cross coupling effect of drag for control
surfaces on the same wing e.g. ailerons and flaps.
In this way also the effect of trim drag on performance is automatically included, and the effect
6
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Fig. 15 : Non-linear aerodynamic model.
of reduced weight as fuel is consumed. The system (Fig. 16) also includes a simple control system and a mission model, and the Dryden atmospheric wind gust model is implemented, There
is also a simple gas turbine models that produce
thrust and fuel consumption as a function of density, temperature and speed. The engine model is
based on the GE F110-132 engine. A future engine would have even more thrust but this is used
as a conservative estimate. The hydraulic actuation (Fig. 17) system is also modelled in some
detail to make sure that subsystem performance
is adequate. In this way effects of failure modes
can be simulated. The system is implemented
in the Hopsan simulation package developed at
Linköping University.

Fig. 17 : Hydraulic actuation system.
are studied. Here a simulation of a S-maneuver
(Fig. 18) was performed to check transient performance and controllability. The aircraft then
transit to post stall flight going from a speed of
225 m/s down to 55 m/s (Fig. 19) using the thrust
vector control for STOVL performance. Since
this configuration is tailless, alternative yaw control methods have to be used.

Fig. 18 : Flight trajectory of S-maneuver and subsequent transition to post-stall flight. (Drift is due
to side wind)

Fig. 16 : Hopsan system simulation model.
There is a hierarchical model of the hydraulic
actuation system so that basic performance and
some failure modes can be studied.
A basic flight control system is implemented
so that controllability can be studied already at
the conceptual design stage. This is particularly important when unconventional concepts

Fig. 19 : Speed during the S-maneuver and post
stall flight.
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Fig. 20 : Attitude angles during S-maneuver
and subsequent transition to post-stall flight using trust vectoring.

Fig. 22 : Speed profile (Mach number) during the
mission. Total time of mission 3900 sec.
6

In this case there is thrust vectoring (Fig. 20)
as a primary means of yaw control. In addition canard can be used in a differential way and
thereby create a side force as studied in [4]. This
is needed at low trust settings and in engine out
situations. As a fall-back also split ailerons can
also be used to create yaw stability at the expense
of drag.

Conclusion

A knowledge-based future fighter concept is presented in this paper. Firstly, the scaled model of
X-36 is designed in Tornado and Tango. This
model is then scaled up by a factor of 2.5 to obtain FX5, the fuselage is modified and weaponbay size is reduced for future weapon integrations. It has been observed that for a full scale
model of X-36 there could be a twin engine,
for the purpose of FX5 only one engine is installed with thrust vectoring. This will enable
for a light weight structure for a single seater
or pilot-less aircraft, reduced radar cross-section
signature and increased super cruise capability.
The pilot-less aircraft is assumed to be fitted with
a state-of-the-art Laser Weapon System for future weapon integrations. The future fighter concept has been proven in the mission simulation of
FX5.
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